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Russia: Recently passed bill allows 
secondments but with restrictions 

May 17, 2013 

In brief 

Bill No. 451173-5 regulates the relationships involved with secondment type arrangements.  The bill was 

recently passed in its second reading on April 26, 2013.  The bill was passed in its first reading in 2011 

but since then, legislators have moved closer to having the bill satisfy the needs of the global business 

community who may wish to utilize such arrangements for assignees working in Russia.  

The bill is not yet law, but will become so once it has passed the third reading with the State Duma, 

receives the approval of Federation Council, and then is signed by the President.  This Global Watch 

highlights some important provisions of the version of the bill that has been recently passed.  Global 

mobility programs should analyze their secondment arrangements in light of this new guidance and 

monitor further developments. 

 

In detail 

Who can second employees? 

 employers, if the receiving 

party directly or indirectly 

controls the transferring 

party or vice versa.  The 

current bill only allows for 

seconding personnel 

'vertically' between 

controlling and controlled 

companies. Intra-group 

'horizontal' transfer of 

employees is not specified as 

a secondment under the law 

 accredited private 

recruitment agencies, if they 

do not apply special tax 

regimes. 

What are the restrictions for the 
receiving party? 

 If the employees are engaged 

in planned temporary work 

(up to nine months) for 

expansion of production 

facilities or the scope of the 

services rendered and the 

number of the persons 

engaged exceeds 10% of the 

receiving party's headcount, 

the receiving party should 

obtain approval of the labour 

union. 

 Secondment is only possible 

with employee consent. 

 Secondment to perform 

work, which constitutes an 

activity requiring a license, a 

permit, or membership in a 

self-regulated organisation, 

is not permitted. 

 Restrictions on secondment 

are in place in case of a 

strike, downtime, default 

salary payment, and 

hazardous exposure. 

 The terms of payment for the 

seconded employees should 

be treated the same as those 

for the employees of the 

receiving party who perform 

the same functions. 

The bill also makes alterations 
in the Labour Code in order to 
set up legal regulation of 
secondment relations. It also 
specifies new grounds for 
imposing administrative liability 
in employment relations. 
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Changes will be introduced in the law 
for insuring accidents at production 
sites. The bill stipulates that 
contributions should be determined 
based on the activities of the receiving 
party rather than the transferring 
party. 

The takeaway 

The proposed restrictions generally 
seem rather tough and materially 

reduce the options available for 
businesses to second personnel. On 
the positive side, the bill establishes 
the actual legal regulation of 
secondments, which is currently 
absent. 

After the text of the bill is finalised, 
businesses working together with 
lawyers and tax advisers, should 
carefully analyse the developments 
and assess whether their secondment 

arrangements are in line with the new 
regulation. The bill will likely come 
into effect on July 1, 2014.  We will 
keep you informed about further 
developments. 
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